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Library copy machine crisis
By Bruce Weaver
There is a serious problem at GSU
materials which cannot be checked out of
The copy machines are repaired by an
concerning the copy machines in the
the library on a regular basis.
outside contracting finn, IMSG Systems
library.
Ninety-five percent of GSU students
Incorporated, and their home office is in
It seems that the business office at
are part-time, with full-time jobs and
Valley Stream, New York; no one is
GSU is trying to save costs and cut corfamilies; when a copy machine fails to
authorized to fix the copy-machine except
ners at the expense of the students. Of
work, the student may not have the time
the representative. The IMSG representathe four copy machines at GSU purchased to come back.
tive is supposed to send a person out daily
between the years 1994-1995 only one is
This is a great inconvenience when
to make check-ups on the machines.
currently functioning properly while the
students are facing deadlines with papers,
According to Richard Bradberry, Diother three machines are ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ffirector of the GSU library,
constantly breaking down.
during the week of April
A source close to the
4th, the representative did
Innovator says that GSU
not show up for a whole
does not set a high stanweek to check the machines.
dard of keeping copy rnaEvery attempt to fix the
chines serviced compared
py machines have proved
with other university lifruitless; numerous combraries in the United
plaints have been addressed
States.
to the business office to corThe library source says
rcct the problem.
the copy machines are
The only reply that the linever functioning
rary staff has ever received
adequately.
is that the GSU library does
Compared with other
not have the money allotted
universities, GSU is woein the current budget to fix
fully inadequate since
13._, Y·"'J .t..J.]
the machines.
technicians at other uniDirector Bradberry said
that the GSU copy machines
versities come in once a
projects and exams.
The library source confirmed that the
currently being used, (The Sharp
day to check the machines, even if its to
replace an old toner.
copy machines are in great demand at the
SF-7900) are clearly not the heavy-duty
library machines designed for student use.
However, of the four copy machines at end of the semester more than at any
GSU open to students and the pubhc,
other time in the school year.
"I wouldn't have chosen these rnathree are always out of service and only
The GSU library copy machines have
chines for the library," said Bradberry.
one copy machine is working regularly;
been constantly breaking down since
The GSU library cannot break the con1994 and the library source says the prob- tract with IMSG since all requisitions are
there is always a long line of students in
lem has been going on "non-stop" since
handled through the GSU business office.
front of it.
The GSU library is the only place on
the source started working at the library
Story continued on page 3.
campus where students can copy material. in 1994.
Most students need to copy reference

Student Leadership Awards
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By Sean M. Carr
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Many student volunteers in clubs and
organizations, media and government,
have enhanced the campus of Governors
State University by offering time, expending personal resources, and energy. But
they may lose one form of recognition
usually bestowed upon them in both the
fall and winter trimesters. This recognition is the Student
Leadership Award,
a financial recognition given for outstanding
extracurricular
performance.
The award was created in 1981 by Student Life Services to provide a maximum
of $400 for undergraduates and $450 for
graduates. The awards were open to all
student leaders be they officers or
members.
The reason awards were discontinued
was addressed by Student Life staffperson Lamonda Kidd, coordinator of Student Organizations and Services. She
states, "A mid-year review process for

Student Life programs was initiated. At
this review we assess programs and decide to continue a program if it is feasible. We have found another way to make
our unit save money and use resources
more effectively." Kidd went on to say
where and how the funds have been diverted. "The Student Life Budget Board

helped. Kidd says, "The potential is
greater because more students can apply
and participate. When asked what her
feelings were about the decision she
stated, "The decision was most effective.
Since this travel fund method reaches
more people, it tends to be the better of
the two options."
Some student leaders
however, do not hold
the same sentiment towards the discontinuation of leadership

illl•••••••••••••••••••••••llllil
' ' ••••awards.
Frances Bradley, Vice President of
recommended that the former Leadership
Award monies go towards the Student
Travel Account. In this way more students benefit from the resources than before." The travel fund is open to any
student enabling him/her to attend a conference in their major, or scholastic meeting off-campus; some are out of state. A
statistic was given by Kidd clarifying that
a maximum of 40 students a trimester received awards in comparison to the 100
students that the travel account has

the Student Senate tells about the benefits
of receiving the Leadership Award, "It
was a reward for a job well done and it
helped defer additional amounts of expenses like, gas, the expenditure of time
and being away from the family.

Story continued on page 3.
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Commentary
My feelings. exactly.
For your amusement, picture me at a
barstool in some out-of-the-way dive
nursing a Long Island Iced Tea with
stale cigarette smoke wafting through the
seedy air. My chin rests on my hand as I
look through the translucent intoxicant
S\virling in a slightly chipped glass. immersed in a deep revere of days past feeling like an old captain put out to pasture,
or a decommissioned ship no longer to
set sail. Here's my story ..
Serving on the Innovator staff for four
tnmcstcrs I have learned much about
how to deal with administration, coworkers and the public. Some in the admmistration displayed acceptance, others
showed ignorance and rude behavior
Bureaucracy was constantly sluggish
when things were to be done and had to
go through channels - extremely long
channels, some intertwining and deadend channels. Co-workers have to be
nursed, sometimes coerced, respected
and never, ever rejected. The Innovator
that you arc reading was made possible
by a well nursed and cared for staff
I've experienced the public's support in
nonverbal ways by having Innovator issues snatched out of my hand as I traversed GSU's halls to distribute them in
musty, rickety bins; noticing strewn issues all over the campus on tables and
chairs, and, most of all. seeing the carefully distributed Innovator bins empty.
Thank you John and Jane Q. Public, I've
sometimes wanted to wring your necks

and shake your hands all at the same
time.
l have lived a lifetime on the In novator, from the movie-critic-cradle to Managing Editor middle age and finally
ending in the Editor-in-Chief crypt.
They say the real world awaits when you
leave the university. Well I've got news
for those who believe educational institutions arc minute utopias-they're not!
Umversities are just microcosms of the

contributing writers. I've also seen artides that brilliantly flow effortlessly from
the quills of contributing writers and
wondered if 1 could have written the subject matter as well as they.
The staff here has been great; a skcleton crew that produced a newspaper with
some meat and substance on a moment's
notice. They would write an article, take
photos, tour the campus for stories and
even occasionally take out the garbage

••••••••••••••••••••••••••illlliiil•
"Why does everything in this world
have to have an expiration date?
- Lovesick cop in the film,
Chunking Express

external world. The professors, administrators, staff-persons and students come
from the outside bringing with them
their idtosyncrasies, brilliance and weird
personality quirks. Boy have I seen them
and sometimes had the unfortunate luck
to come in contact with them, from neurotics to compulsive liars. In this leadership role I have experienced
Machicvellian tactics firsthand, in those
who would do harm to the Innovator.
I've looked deceit, envy and hatred in the
face of some lethargic, whining

\Vhen the rats can1e (just kidding). The
garbage was taken out though. Sure,
sometimes we got on each other's nerves,
but that's the real \VOrld.
Well, this newspaper has literally covered life, death and various social controversies. I'm proud that we had the
matunty to write about those delicate issues \~ith tact and sensitivity The stories
were told as we saw them and not
slanted in one way or the other. This isn't bad for a campus medium from a staff
with such diversity, which includes only

one member from the Media Communications department, two Education majors, a Counseling maJor, a Business
major and a Liberal Arts major. Right?
Well, form your own opinions.
A new Editor-in-Chief is replacing me
because a mortarboard and a cheap black
nylon robe (not the thick velour ones
every other university gets) awaits me on
June 2 at the GSU pond. The new editor's name is Allean Phelps, a fine editor
in her own nght who hails from Chicago
State University. I wish her all the luck
in making the Innovator an even better
paper to read. I am certain she will .
Here comes that imaginary bartender
with his Long Island mi. · asking if I
want a refill . I wave him off sensing that
I've had enough. Thinking about the past
depresses me. I have to go. The future
calls, as the bar door swmgs open. The
smoke swirls away and the boring melody of "Pomp And Circumstance" seeps
in cutting the silence or... is it Wagner's
"Siegfried's Death" piece I hear?.. .

·=·
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WHO OR WHOM? THAT IS THE QUESTION
By Bruce Weaver
This week I want to talk about the
greatest problem a writer faces since
someone decided to steal pencils.
It is a problem that has plagued old
and young writers alike because there are
no ready-made solutions; sometimes you
have to diagram the particular sentence,
but who wants to do that when you have a
deadline staring you in the face and no
time to spare?
When do you use who, and when do
you use whom?
The words who and whom are relative
pronouns, they connect or relate a dependent clause to an antecedent (noun) in
another clause.
Consider the following two sentences:
"Humphrey is the man who must
run the race."
Nixon is the man whom we must
nominate."
According to E. L. Callihan in Grammar For Journalists both sentences introduce a dependent clause and both refer to
the antecedent.
The antecedent is the word the relative
pronoun refers to and usually it precedes
the clause.
In the first sentence, who is the subject
of the verb "must run," however in the
second sentence whom is the direct object
of the verb phrase "must nominate."
An easy way to remember what relative pronoun to use is to remember an old
rule: A pronoun must agree with its

antecedent in person, number, gender and

case.
A relative pronoun must also be in the
nominative case which is always in the
present tense. Consider these examples:
Chaplin is the man who made the
movie "Modem Times."
Chaplin is the boss.
Sometimes the relative pronoun is easy
to figure out; however who or whom is
tricky because sometimes it is not always
easy to find the nominative case in the
sentence.
Another problem is in contemporary
slang. People are used to hearing, "who
did you wish to see?," and "whom shall I
say is calling?"
In the first example, the speaker is assuming the sentence as being in the
nominative rather than the objective case;
in the second example it is simply a matter of overrefinement: One wants to be
sure not to break any rules, so one will
use the objective case even if it sounds too
formal.
While the errors of relative pronouns in
spoken English are probably on the way
to becoming standard, written errors are
not easily overlooked.
Theodore Bernstein in The Careful
Writer says grammarians have been trying to bury "whom" but, "it refuses to
play dead."

I understand your protestation: Can't
you give the reader a simple rule to
follow?
Well, I'll try. When you write a sentence with who or whom in it, try changing the sentence around to create a simple
sentence.
It works most of the time, although it
will require a little bit of thinking.
Let us consider the following sentence:
William Blake whom Federal Judge
Nestor Pertwee rules is not
physically fit now to be tried, is in
prison.
Here the whom should be who; how do
I know this to be true?
Try turning the clause into a straightforward sentence. Then you would get
the following:
Judge Nestor Pertwee ruled he (he is
in the nominative case,
therefore we use who, also in the
nominative case) who is not
physically fit.
The sentence is correct when it reads:
"Judge Nester Pertwee ruled he who is
not physically fit, is in prison."
Actually when you turn the clause into
a straightforward sentence, you get a better sentence.
When you are unsure of who or whom
try changing the sentence around to make
the statement as simple as you can.
English professors will give you a better grade if you make the sentences as

simple as you can. Everyone likes writing that is clear and straight-forward
rather than reading pontifical sentences
made of nothing at all.
Once upon a time there was a musical
which starred the multi-talented Rosalind
Russell called "Wonderful Town."
In this musical Miss Russell sings a
song called, "One Hundred Easy Ways To
Lose A Man."
One verse goes like this:
"You've found your perfect mate,
And it's been love from the start.
He says, 'you are the one to who I
give my heart.'
Don't say, 'I love you too my dear,
let's never, never part.'
Just say, I'm-afraid-you've-made-a
grammatical-error,-it- isn't-too-who1-give-my-heart-it's-to-whom-1
give-my-heart."
One infalliable rule applies to the relative pronoun whom: One always uses it
right before a coordinating conjunction.
Ernest Hemmingway used it correctly
for the title of his famous book, "For
Whom The Bell Tolls."
If you're unsure of the usage, consult a
dictionary or re-write the sentence.
If anyone has any questions about this
article, my main source has been Theodore M. Bernstein in The Careful Writer
which is available at most bookstores in
the reference section.
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Letters to the Editor
A College Without Sports?
There is nothing that builds prestige for
a college more than a good sports program. Think of Notre Dame, Florida
State, or Duke without sports. Think of
Governors State University with sports.
Sports would add a prestige to Governors
State that is much needed.
Every Saturday, thousands of college
students across the country attend their
school's big game. Some ofthe students
march in the band at half-time while others cheer on the sidelines. Several of
these games are televised nationally giving these schools exposure all over the
country.
Governors State University in University Park does not enjoy such a luxury.
GSU is one of the only colleges in the
state that does not have any kmd of an
athletic program. No organized sports of
any kind exist at GSU.

Starting a sports program at GSU
would not be as difficult as it seems. The
most important barriers in achieving this
goal would be finding opponents and facilities. While GSU's gym looks dusty
and rundown, it would serve as a suitable
homecourt Sports such as basketball,
floor hockey, and volleyball can take
place on this court. While it would take
both time and money to build a football
stadium, the results would be well worth
it. The field would serve as GSU's football and soccer home. GSU also has a
fine swimming pool just waiting to be
used in competition.
Governors State would also have to find
a conference to play in. GSU could join
the Mid-Continent Conference and play
teams like Eastern Illinois, Chicago
State, Northeastern Illinois and Western
Illinois. This conference awards their

tournament champ an automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament. Another possibility for GSU is the Midwestern-Collegiate
Conference. Possible opponents in this
league would include Illinois-Chicago,
Loyola, and Northern Illinois.
Finding quality athletes for a sports
program would not be a problem. Students who attend Governors State come
from schools like Prairie State, Moraine
Valley and South Suburban. Each of
these schools have sports programs that
produce quality players. In some cases,
these players are extremely talented. The
athletes who attend GSU have no sports
program to continue their athletic
growth.
Forming a sports program at Governors
State might also bring the school some
well deserved attention and recognition
Many students at the school claim GSU ts

lacking something. The university can
have a contest to deternunc the nickname, school colors, and mascot. A
sports program at GSU would completely
change the morale of the school.
Can you imagine the excitement it
would be seeing the Governors Golden
Grapes (non-offensive nickname) playing
in the 1988 Final Four against UNLV? I
can.
Robert Maszak
A sports program would probably mcrease enrollment at GSU and boost morale, but the very makeup ofGSU's
population doesn't exact~v make sports a
practicality, because we have nontradtlional students most(v m the age
range of 33-65. But ma,1:be .vou could run
the 1dea past President Wolff - Editor

f3SU lnnovarorStudent Leadership discontinued continued from page 1.
The extracurricular hours add up. You
miss dinner some nights and you have
to grab a sandwich - that takes money."
There has been some question as to
whether students should be rewarded for
volunteering time and effort to various
campus activities. In answering this
question Ada Middleton, president of
the Student Senate replied, " I understand that there is a growing belief
around campus that volunteers do not
get paid and that student leaders on
campus are volunteers. As a volunteer
for the American Red Cross for 12 years
I am very aware of the value of volunteers despite the fact they don't get paid.
However I am rcaly sensitive about using people's time and properly valuing
their time for volunteering. Failing to
reward student leaders with a stipend,
when their need is identifiable is akin to
feeding a hung!) person a stone.
Middleton goes on to speak of GSU's
financial priorities in regards to students, "GSU is finding ways to put
money into new programs, bricks and
mortar, but it's not investing it directly
into the students." Middleton heard that
student activity fees may eventually be
rolled into tuition. "This would be a
mistake, changing the quality of student
input into how fees are dispersed. Students must stand up and protest it."
Frances Bradley says, "Some students
usually join clubs and organizations to
add the volunteer work to their resumes.
But this is a non-traditional campus.
These factors don't apply to GSU's
population. Many of the individuals are
self-employed or already established in
their particular fields and won't need
11

volunteer work for their resumes." She
continues, "The amount of the stipend
won't buy much of my time. I do it for
me, the students, and the future students
of Governors State University. I don't
really believe the students' interests were
taken to heart when they decided to drop
the stipend."
Glen Swicrkosz, Public Relations Officer of the Student Senate and Illinois
Board of Higher Education representative expresses a sense of loss, "I feel disappointed that students who are
excelling and trying to help the university by giving their time and efforts are
not getting monetary awards.
Swicrkosz was a recipient of the Leadership Award in the Fall trimester for the
amount of $350.
The remaining form of student recognition is not a monetary one but, a time
of thanks called the Student Life Recognition Night held for student leaders of
various clubs and organizations. It is a
night which includes a celebratory dinner, live music and awards certificates
for activity members. K.idd, student organizations coordinator states, "A recognition night is given for student
leaders who have provided outstanding
services to the campus. The highest
award is in the form of a plaque, which
goes to the student leader of the year."
When asked whether a student recognition dinner should be provided instead
of leadership stipends Middleton is torn
between the two. "On one hand, the stipend is beneficial in that students are
helped financially while they volunteer,
allowing them to pay for books and tuition. However, the resources expended
11

for establishing the Recognition Night is
well used because it provides true morale boosting honors not displayed in a
check. Handshakes and applause arc effective incentives. Both rewards arc
highly essential in recognizing a student's work."
Up until the Winter trimester the criteria for obtaining the leadership award
came through student documentation.
The proof could be anywhere from
documenting club minutes to student
newspaper articles. to layout design. After the documentation was turned in by
the potential recipient to Student Ltfe it
was reviewed by the Leadership Award
Committee, composed of members from
the Student Senate, and the Student Life
Advisory Council. The review packets
containing the documentation underwent a point system. The points were totaled and the Award Committee made
recommendations to the coordinator of
Student Organi1.ations and Services
The coordinator in turn made recommendations to the director of Student
Life. Afterwards the recipients would be
notified by mail. Then the student would
fill out a purchase requisition and an acceptance form. After the paperwork was
settled, the award was mailed directly to
their home.

only two to three hours after
they are fixed by the representative; then the machine
won't take money, but will
only take a card.
After the student takes the
time to pay the money to use
a card, the machine will start
accepting change again, but
not the card.

When the representative
comes to the library to fix the
machines, he has said they
need to be replaced Currently it has not been confirmed whether this
information was sent to the
busmess office.
Timothy Arr, Director of
GSU Business Office, said he
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Copy Machine Crisis continued from page 1.
The GSU library office
has sent the Business office
log-in sheets verifying the
hours it takes to fix the machines and documenting if
the representative has made
daily service calls to inspect
the copy machines.
According to the libra!)·
source, the machines last
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MEMBER OF THE ILLINOIS
COLLEGIATE PRESS ASSOCIATION

could not comment in depth
about the problem, but he did
say in a phone interview that
he was working closely with
the library staff and the representatives from IMSG Systems to come to a solution.
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Look ~bat's happening at GSU !

Physical Therapy

One Stop Service

Comes to GSU

for GSU Students

By Laura O'Connor
As you may have already heard around
campus, Governors State University will
open its doors to the new Masters of
Physical Therapy (MPT) program, in the
Fall 1996 trimester.
Physical Therapy programs are one of
the most competitive in the state of Illinois. The only schools in Illinois that offer a B.S. in P.T. or a N.M.S. in P.T. are
Northern Illinois University, Northwestem University, Chicago Medical School,
Bradley University, University of Illinois
at Chicago, and Midwestern University.
GSU is very proud to add this program to
the College of Health Professions.
Governors State University is seeking
accreditation by the commission on

By Altheia Jackson
Accreditation in Physical Therapy Education of the Physical Therapy Association.
The program will submit a formal application to start the pre-accreditation steps.
This does not necessarily mean the program will be granted accreditation.
Any students who have questions regarding this new program can contact Dr.
Phyllis Klingensmith, GSU professor of
physiology, at (708)534-4538 or request
an application and materials by writing to
OTIPT Program, College of Health Professions, Governors State University, University Park, IL. 60466. You can also call
(708)534-5000.

Changing Technology
Brings Two Systems
Together
By Jane Hawkins
With the emergence of new resources
and new technologies, it is essential for
society to keep up with the changes. This
concept was illustrated recently when the
Educational Computing Network (ECN)
and the Information Service merged to
become the new Information Technology
Service on Campus Network.
"The new staff. which is now twice as
large as the old ECN staff. is going
through a period of transition. Members
of the staff are learning how to work together so students will know who to call
for help when they need it," cxplams
William Kolstad, software manager and
ECN coordinator Kolstad went on to
say, "by bringing people together with
very different backgrounds everyone will
have more knowledge."
How much is this merger costing Governors State University? "Nothing," says
Kolstad. "Furthermore, with the recent

pass of the Technology Referendum, the
University Board will approve more
money for labs, which in tum will give
students more technological knowledge
to use in the job market." With more
technology and a larger staff we are able
to train the faculty and students on new
equipment, technology as we know it will
be moved ahead. "It is our job to promote
technology since more and more people
are using it to go in the job market," says
Kolstad.
What's in store for the future? E-mail
addresses given automatically to all students and software access from home arc
just some of the possibilities, according
to Kolstad. He went on to state, "the future is uncertain, which can be both frustrating and exciting because so much
hasn't been defined with new equipment
and new technology."

10,000 Students by the
Year2000
By Dion Paul
"Ten thousand students enrolled by the
year 2000? How is the school going to
accomplish this?" states President Paula
Wolff. Leon Zaborowski, dean of the
Center for Extended Learning Services
(CELS) states, "I think the university is
going to grow in a variety of ways to

reach its 10,000 goal." He also adds, "It
will clearly come from the off-campus
programs." He also stated that it will
happen through the use of technology to
reach students nationally and internationally. "CELS is will make this growth
happen."

Ad ult CPR Course to be Offered
The Student Life Division is offering
an American Red Cross Adult CPR
course to the GSU Community. It is a
fact that more people can jump start a
car than know basic CPR skills that can
jump start a human life. The course will
be help on Saturday, April 27th from
noon until 5:00p.m. The fee is $10.00
and includes all materials. Call Student

Life at 708-534-7057 for more information. or you may register at the Student
Life Box Office, Room All20.

What if you had to run to the first floor
to get your picture identification taken,
and then run to the second floor to pay
for it? How about running to the second
floor to register for a locker, and running
to the first floor to get the number for it?
What ifyou were an employee of Governors State University, working in Student
Life, running to the second floor to get a
refund for a student while they waited on
the first floor? WHEW! It may be great
exercise for some people, but not for others. "fm glad I never ran like that. By the
time I got to class, I would faint," says
GSU student Pamela Taylor. Running
from the first floor to the second floor is
an exercise students as well as GSU employees did, a couple of years ago, to get
Student Life Services.
When Student Life's services split between the first and second floors, the Box
Office went to the second floor and the
Production Shop merged with the Service
Office, in the new first floor office. Student Life Box Office worker Sharon Toran, stated, "The Box Office offered
faxes, theater tickets, the distribution of
equipment, and the collection of funds."
Toran said that this workstation offers,
"quality for students and community
members." The Student Life Service Office offers lamination, and production of
flyers for the school clubs and organizations along with flyer posting , word
processing, posters, lockers, and lost and
found.
According to Mike Blackburn, assistant
director of Student Life, "there are a couple of reasons for moving student life
services to the first floor. It was a collective decision based on information from

students and it is easier to supervise staff
in one workstation." Blackburn also says,
"Around 1980, this section was called
Student Activity. But this section offered
more than just activities. It offered childcare and services to the community and
GSU clubs and organizations. To this
end, the section was re-named Student
Life. Blackburn also added, "We want to
be taken seriously." Take some time out
and walk in this service center. One will
see a long table full of information from
AtoZ.
"We're like a family here," says Eileen
Truszkowski, GSU student worker. "Everybody works together for the benefit of
the student. I like it." If you visit the Student Life Center, one will see staff servicing students as well as helping each
other.
Combining the Student Life Service
Office and Box Office, students can receive one-stop service. Services offered
are; student and community member
identification pictures, computers, fax
service, copy machine, telephone service;
information about apartment rentals,
childcare, laser printing, Student Life
services also provide; theater tickets, the
loan and distribution of office equipment,
and the collection of money on community memberships. If I have forgotten
some items, just realize Student Life has
an abundant listing of services for GSU
students.
However, if you want to know more
about Student Life services, go on down
to All20. WHEW!

Candles in the Night
A prayer is our candle in the darkness which guides
us to hope and faith,
Without this light our lives becomes a blur of darkness
We lose our sense of direction about right and wrong
We no longer have time for anyone but ourselves
because we are lost in darkness,
If you are interested in learning more
about prayer or feel the need to be
around spiritual people come join the
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship. We

meet on Tuesdays at 3:00 in the meeting room by the student commons area.
We invite you be a part of our shining
light.

No-Cost Counseling
FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
OF GSU STUDENTS

The Counseling Lab offers personal sessions in a setting
of confidentiality for individual, vocational, and family
counseling. Members of the GSU community can
discuss relationship problems, depression, adjustment
disorders, life's transitions, anxiety, and career issues in
private sessions with a counselor. The Counseling Lab is
supportive of bi-sexual and gay issues. For more
information please contact the Counseling Lab
AT: 708-534-4545.
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Professor Diane Dates Casey appointed
Chairperson of t_he American Library Association's
Subject Analysis Committee
Governors State University Professor
Diane Dates Casey is joining an elite
group of National and International Librarians who will be making decisions
about how library materials are presented
to the public.
Casey has been appointed chairperson
of the American Library Association's
Subject Analysis Committee. She has
served the committee in various capacities the past two years and will officially
move to the top spot after the committee's national meeting this summer in
New York City.
"My role will be to orchestrate and
choreograph their work," she says of the
other members, interns and liaison representatives who serve on the committee.
"These are 24 people who are among the
country's leading scholars and researchers in the area of cataloging."
They include representatives of prestigious colleges and universities; liaisons
from the Library of Congress; the International Federation of Library

Associations and Institutions; and representatives from the law and music cataloging communities.
Casey also will be working with the
nine sub-committees of the Subject
Analysis Committee.
Catalogers are those invisible but invaluable library staffers who decide how
materials are listed for research and resource purposes Catalogers will decide
how a book, a periodical or audio/visual
material, is listed in the on-line catalog
and in reference materials., They make
decisions after reviewing table of contents, introductions and other descriptions of the materials.
Casey believes it was her administrative skills that won her the chairperson's
position. It follows a year's service as the
committee's secretary during which she
has been obliged to take detailed notes at
six-hour meetings. Before that, she was
an intern with the committee for a year.
"We all are interested in how materials
are presented to the public, especially

now that computers are playing such a
major role in library information sharing," the GSU librarian stresses. "The
recommendations of this committee
shape the future of subject analysis in
National and International cataloging by
identifying what subject information
should be included in on-line bibliographic records, as well as by pressuring
vendors of on-line library catalogs to develop the hardware and software that
will allow library patrons to execute the
most effective subject searching."
Casey has been a professional librarian
since 1990. She held positions in Ohio
before a move to the Chicago area
brought her to Oak Lawn and her first
job at Moraine Valley Community College She joined the GSU staff in January 1993.
Casey moved into library work after
serving as a pastor to a Lutheran congregation in Ohio. "I left parish ministry
after trying for five years to get an advance to a larger congregation," and

enrolled at Kent State University where
she received a master's degree in library
science with an emphasis on cataloging.
Why cataloging? Casey's got an answer down pat. "Without library catalogs, both reference librarians and
patrons would be faced with hundreds of
thousands of library materials and no
possible way of knowing what information was where," she says. Catalogers
provide the intellectual work which creates library catalogs. They give organization and structure to information
which makes access possible."
In addition, Casey notes, catalogers today are focusing on Information Technology Issues as part of their daily work.
Although she won't classify herself as a
"Techy," Casey has become well-versed
in the technology in the library and has
written about it for professional publications she has lectured about its uses and
has given workshops and classes

Governors State University Community
Chorale and Orchestra Performance
The Fate of the Music Department here at GSU
By Kendra D. Smith
Dr. Rudolf Strukoss, Governors State
University professor conducted a 61
voice chorale and a 50 member orchestra
in concert Sunday April14, at 4 pm in
the Center for Arts and Technology. The
concert overture and Cerubini's
"Requiem in C Minor" was dedicated to
the memory of the late Dr. Wayne
Hamilton, who served as GSU's provost
until his unexpected death in January of
96'. The concert was also dedicated to
several other individuals as well. They
include, The late Robert Strukoff (brother
of Dr. Rudolf Strukofl) who was
instrumental in developing the
radiological technology program at
College of DuPage. He was violin soloist
with the GSU chorale and orchestra
group. The late Stanley Hill who was the
founder of "Your Story Hour,"

programming geared toward children
and the late Philip Romandine who had
been a supervisor at Calumet Steel
Company in Chicago Heights for 40
years. These men were honored also
with this concert because of their work in
the community.
The GSU's Community Chorale and
Orchestra's outstanding performance
earned Dr. Strukoff along with the
chorale and orchestra a standing ovation.
If Dr. Strukoffs instruction and
development of his students parallels the
performance of this concert, Strukoff is a
credit to the academic staff at Governors
State University. The University
Professionals of Illinois stated, "Professor
Rudolf Strukoss joined Governors State
University faculty in 1977, and in the last
19 years Strukoff has enriched his

------~~-

EXPRESSIONS GOES
TO PRESS?
By Bruce Weaver
Unforeseen problems have again kept
"Expressions" Magazine from going
press.
The first issue was expected out during
week of April 22nd. Last week in an
• •••t~>rvi
Betty Kibble, Editor-In-Chief
that," I would've liked to have seen
'Expressions out in the begining of Febhowever it's coming out at a great
when students need their spirits
I UJPiif1ted."

Kibble went on to say that, "I am
grateful to have a great team of superb
staff members who continue to be dedicated to the growth of Expressions.
Kibble accomplished the layout for the
first issue, but says she is accepting applications for layout people to join the staff
with a knowledge of the PageMaker
program.
There have been developments after
this initial interview. Kibble said,
Story continued on page 5

students lives and inspired them to
pursue their musical studies and become
active participants in the arts. Through
his contributions to musical education,
he has continuously proved his loyalty
and dedication to the University. The
University Professionals of Illinois
salutes Professor Rudolf Strukoff for his
outstanding service."
Despite the hard work and energy put
into not only the performance, but the
music department as well, Governors
State University has decided to close the
Music Department and dismiss three
tenured professors, including Professor
Strukoff. This is an seems to be an
ungracious way to reward a person for 19
years of outstanding service and
dedication to the university.

The GSU community needs to take a
good look at this and demand that the
University continues it's music program.
Are we ready to forfeit such breathtaking
performances as was seen Sunday
afternoon? I should think not. Student
must become involved in school affairs
and take a stand if there is to be any hope
of saving this worthwhile program. This
is an opportunity for your voice to be
heard on campus. Please write and/or
call the President's office to make it
known that you are in favor retaining the
Music program at GSU. It's worth it.

~I
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Karen's Korner
Home Alive: The Art of Self Defense
By Karen Piejko
Violence. It affects society every day.
Recently, some artists got together and
volunteered their time to a project with
the intent of increasing the awareness of
violence and helping people to protect
themselves. Here's a chance to listen to a
very thought provoking album, and support a good cause at the same time.
"Home Alive: The Art of Self Defense"
is an excellent and informative album
available exclusively on the Sony label.
The album consists of two compact discs,
and a colorful 15-page booklet. The booklet contains original artwork relating to
violence and a valuable list of phone
numbers for crime victims. Phone numbers listed include: Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network, National Child
Abuse Hotline, Youth Crisis Hotline and
many other important sources for
information.

They tell it like it is and use
a lot of street talk that some
people might find offensive, but it's worth a listen
to hear the various points of
view. Overall, "Home
Alive: The Art of SelfDefense," is an outstanding
collective work and the
proceeds are benefiting a
very worthy cause.
If you would like information from the Home
Alive program or want to
know when the next Chicago area workshop will be,
write to Home Alive, 1202
E. Pike Street #1127, Seattle, Washington, 98122, or
you can phone them at
(206) 521-9176.

The album is a collective work from today's hottest music stars and features
some exceptional performances. Pearl
Jam, Joan Jett, Nirvana and Mia Zapata
are a mere handful of the stars who contributed to this worthwhile project. All
artists, musicians and writers donated
their time and talent to produce the album. All proceeds from the sale of the album go to Home Alive, a non-profit
organization dedicated to offering affordable self-defense training, personal safety
resources and awareness about how to resist crime.
Home Alive supports any type of selfdefense that keeps people from becoming
victims of crime. The organization offers
educational materials, self-defense workshops and resource information.
The artists on the album truly speak
their minds about crime and violence.

International Corner
A trip to Cameroon
By Kim Lewis
It's time for yet another trip to the International Comer. The destination is
Cameroon, and your host is Orlando
Barna.
Barna, a former television and radio
broadcaster, had the experience of practicing his trade during one of the most
eventful periods in the history of Central
Africa. The one-time Assistant Editor of
television news comments, "it was a time
of transition to multi-party politics ... "It
was a tumultuous time of demonstrations
and riot police were sent to opposition
meetings; it was a delicate situation."
Barna states that one difficult aspect of
being a journalist for the governmentcontrolled television and radio stations in
Cameroon would be, "striking a balance
between professionalism and serving the
interests of the employer." The former

radio and television personality also reveals his greatest challenge in that profession involved having, "to keep your head
on your shoulders." Barna humbly admits that the profession is tempting in
that it can make you feel that you are
somebody when you are nobody, because
of his constant interactions with the most
powerful figures in the country.
Now that Barna is in the U.S., he has
abandoned broadcast journalism to pursue
an M.A. in Political Science. Barna says,
"my plans are to earn a doctoral degree,"
and he is considering a career in the research and teaching of comparative African political behavior and culture.
Another career possibility that Barna
will not rule out is, "that of a political
leader." He comments, "I want to think
that to whom much is given, much is expected." On the other hand, he says that
good political scientists scarcely make

good politicians. I don't like the
word, 'politician' because it's a
dirty word." In the meantime,
Barna is working as a graduate
assistant in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
In response to what he enjoys most
about the United States, Barna immediately commends the infrastructure, both
in terms of transportation and technology.
He reveals that the penetration rate of
technology that many Americans take for
granted such as computers, telephones
and television is surprisingly low in
Cameroon.
In spite of the luxuries there are a few
things that Orlando will not miss in the
land of milk and honey. "What I'm not
going to miss is the credit card; they imprison you," said Barna. He will also not
miss television even though Barna worked
in the industry, he bemoans the quality of
American television saying that, "I just
pray that Cameroon won't come to that
point."

Continued on page 9

Barna presenting his paper at the 22nd
Annual 3rd World Conference in Chicago, entitled Ethnicity: The Ultimate
Challenge to Democratization in SubSaharan Africa.
(Photo by Frances Bradley)

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE PAYS OFF
By Wayne Stoll
Ying Liang is one of the current students enrolled at Governors State from a
foreign country. Liang comes from Beijing, China.
While working for her Masters Degree,
Liang is currently working as a library
technical assistant, in the reference department and university archives.
While working and going to school
Liang feels it necessary to do both to develop good communication skills. "Some
exchange students go through their education only studying," said Liang.
"I believe in getting practical experience as well as ... working with other
individuals."

Liang at the Department of Library Information Science,
Computer Lab at University of Texas at Austin, 1992.
(Photo courtesy of Ying Liang)

Liang is currently
working on her Masters
degree in communications
studies at GSU; she has
already received a Bachelor's Degree in English
Literature, including degrees in English and
French languages from
her native country of
China.
She also received a
Masters Degree in Library
Science from The University of Texas at Austin in
1992.
Liang originally came
to the United States in

1984, working as an interpreter for the
company Global Universal Systems.
"Nineteen eighty-four was my first time
to see how American people lived, and my
first chance to work with American technicians. (After that time) I decided to
come to an American University to study,"
Liang said.
"Before I left China, rules and the
codes of conduct, particularly with education, were very strict. There was no break
in-between getting your Bachelor's. and
Ph.D. or Master's Degree.

Story continued on page 9
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Results of the
Second Annual
Polygon Puzzles
Contest.
By Dennis Thorn
Hi everyone. This was the puzzle.

We will assume for this puzzle that every birth of a
child bas an equal chance of being a girl or a boy.
There is a family with exactly three children. You
know at lea t two of the children are boys. Which of
tbe following statements about the other child is
correct?
A.

B.
C.
D.

The odds are 2 to 1 it's a girl.
The odds are 2 to 1 it's a boy.
The odds are 3 to 1 it's a girl.
Tbe odds are 3 to 1 it's a boy.

The correct answer is C. There \\Cre six people who answered correctly. They were: De Allen Adams; Debra Conway; Sylvia Diekman; R. Tom Oldenburg; Laura Yoder:
and Jason Zelek. A drawing determined the winner to be
Laura Yodcr. Last year Debra Conway was the winner of
ilic First Annual Polygon Puzzles Contest.
When I first decided to usc this puzzle there was going to
be another answer to pick from It was to be that the odds
are equal that the other child was a girl or a boy. That answer certainly seems logical. ~ logtcal that I was afraid
everyone would pick it, and iliere would be no winner. In
fact, one person did submit an entry iliat said none of ilie
oilier ch01ces were correct and that the odds were even that
1t was a girl or a boy
Here IS why ilic odds arc 3 to 1 it is a girl.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ht child
B
B
B
B
G
G
G
G

2nd child
B
B
G
G
B
B
G
G

3rd child
B
G

B
G
B
G

B
G

Notice that lines 1, 2, 3, and 5 have at least two boys.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O~yoM~iliem~Ml)h~~~CC~L ~30~~4
Hi everyone. Thanks to all who entered ilie Second Annual Polygon Puzzles Contest Our puzzles for today
arc about dogs and numbers.
l Ms. Woodhouse owns a greyhound, a bulldog, a terrier, and a collie. They have first names of Joe, Fred,
George. and Alice and the last names of Euclid. Gauss, Ne,~ton, and Archimedes., but not necessarily in
iliat order. Using ilie clues below find the complete name of each dog.
A. The terrier's first name is not George and ilic bulldog's last name is not Euclid
B. The bulldog's first name is eiilier Joe of Fred, and it's last name IS eiilier Euclid or Newton.
C. The greyhound's first name is not Alice or George. and the terrier's last name is not Gauss or
Archimedes.
D. The collie's last name is not Gauss and ilie bulldog's first name is not Joe.

2. We start by writing I, 2, 3. How many different ways can we \Hite all ilie numbers again so no number is
in its original position? The answer it two. There arc 2, 3, 1 and 3, 2, 1. We now ask ilic same question
for 1, 2, 3, 4. How many different ways can all the numbers by written so that no number is in it's original
position?
A.

5

B.

8

c.
Answers arc on page 11.

9

times that there are at least two boys ilie oilier child is a
girl Th1s JS the same~ saying the odds arc 3 to I it is a
girl.

''Where did you
see that?''
''Where?
I saw it in the

INNOVATOR,
of course!''
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Gll'lgt Door
• Openers
•Repairs

K& LDOORS
KtnorUnda

AQUAMARINE CLEANERS

708.687.5522
to venture in the highest
sense is precisely
to become conscious
of oneself
-Kiertccgard

APPLE MORTGAGE, INC
An Illinois Residential Mortgage Licensee
Purchases, Home Equity, Refinancing

(701) 421-2210

6655 Hubblrd Line
Tinley Park

• Guaranteed Work

604n

• F,.. Eatlm~te•

Ride the Green Wave!
Wild organic food feeds body and mind.
Maximize your health while attaining
financial freedom.

-l
j

Call for free tape: (708) 258-9095

Call Ted Kelso
708-974-7979
10661 S. Roberts Road
#201
Palos Hills, IL 60465

OR

847-318-7979
One O'Hare Center
6250 River Road ##6010
Rosemont, IL 60018

* $200-500 Weekly *

Mailing travel brochures. No experience necessary.
For information send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to:

Universal Travel, P.O. Box 610188, Miami, FL 33261
y-2

DAY CARE
in my Tinley Park home
Monday - Friday 6 AM to 6 PM
Certified Teacher, CPR/First Aid,
Portfolio and references available.
Educational activities, Hot Meals included,
Outdoor Fun.
CALL Kim at 708.633.7602

SAY, /SAW
IT
IN THE
NO COVER
WITH THIS CARD
7Vth AVE. a RT. 30
AND
DAY 115-469-MSO
FRANKFORT IL
COLLEGE I. D. NIGHT 815 4&4 0364

INNOVATOR

Up•cale R--.le Boat:Jqae

I.(UNDEK NEW OWNEKSHIP"
10033 ROBERTS ROAD
PALOS lULLS,lL 60465
(708) 599-2719
Designer Women's Apparel- Formal Wear
(Sizes 1 -44)
Designer Men's Suits
Children's Party Clothes

South Holland - l bedroom

·:··

.··

Near All convenient Transportation
Walk to Laundry Facilities
A:LL UTILITIES INCLUDED
, ,., :r · · , Jay at 708.33 L866~ ,,.
··===·.

rUJte

~

Classic Cup

HELP WANTED

We are a non-smoking gourmet coffee and espresso
bar located just minutes from
Governors State University.
I would appreciate the opportunity to
buy you an outstanding cup of morning coffee!
For a limited time, receive a 12 oz. regular or flavored
coffee-of-the-day on us. Limit one per customer

The Student Senate is looking for a person to serve as a recorder of Student Senate Meetings every Wednesday from 3:30
to 4:30PM.
This is a paid position and the person will be responsible for
recording the meetings (taking notes) and typing the minutes.
Interested persons can submit their
resume of letter of application to the Student Senate A21 04, as
soon as possible. To find out more details Call President Middleton at 708-534-7056.

A Coffee House With Taste! Live Weekend Jazz, Comedy, Etc.

5097 Sauk Trail -

Lakewood Plaza (l blocks west of Cicero)

Richton Park, n. (708) 503-6500
Open 6:00A.M. to noon Tues. - Fridtly, 8:30A.M. to noon Sat.
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Cameroon continued from page 6.

people, "who have defied
circumstances," intrigue him.
Plus, Orlando Barna still finds time to
participate in GSU student activities; he
is currently the Chairperson of the Student Life Advisory Council, treasurer of
the Inter-Varsity Christian Council, and
is on the student budget board. Barna
is also running for the Student Senate
this April.
As far as Barna's status as an international student is concerned, he says,
these differences are mainly artificial. "I
might have a different accent, but the basic fabric is the same; human nature is
essentially the same. People want to be
loved."

Barna also expresses a deep concern
about the state of the Health Care System
in the United States asserting that, "half
the people will be dead because it is prohibitively expensive."
Nevertheless, the soft-spoken Barna
enjoys the privelege of being able to listen to Christian Radio in his spare time
which is something that is impossible
now with the government-run stations in
Cameroon.
Barna describes himself as, "a Chrisitian, a gentlemen, and a scholar," and is
also an avid reader especially of biographies. The biographies of ordinary

Practical Experience continued from page 6.
"Traditional values held that you didn't
break from the norm. This was an additional reason why I decided to come to
America for its diversity, and to break out
of the old norms to develop new ideas and
experiences."
Helping new students at GSU has held
particular importance for Liang through
working and influencing, as well as offering better service.
"That's why I selected to work in the library where I could learn more new things,
and at the same time I could use my
knowledge to teach students how to search
and find information they really need."
After Liang completes her Masters Degree in Communication Studies, she would
like to return to China with her husband
Ding Sun, and her nine-year old son Lu
Sun, to educate her people on the American ways of learning.
"China is still a developing country, if I
had a chance to go back and teach, I would
like to do it.

"This coming June, my family and I
plan to go back to China (just for ) a visit.
I plan to go to Beijing University Library,
and the Chinese Institute of Science and
Technology Library where I used to work
and introduce to them what is going on in
American academic libraries.
"At the same time, I could build a
bridge between the Governors State and
Chinese Academic libraries.
Cultural adaptation has held an important value for Liang as she believes in the
rewards of being involved in her community. Not only has she gone to local high
schools to participate in educating students
on the ways of the Chinese community, but
also has written articles based on cultural
adaptation.
"Community to me is very important,
just like a fish out of water. I feel happy to
do what I have done for my community;
such a happiness is a kind of reward."

Well, at least somebody got a Spring Break!
GSU political commentary from childcare kid, Lu Sun.

S STATE UNIVERSITY
is proud to present

RED PATH THEATER COMPANY OF CHICAGO,

Record Voter Turnout

the onl" Native American Theater Compan" in IJJinois,
in an original stage pia" b"

E. Donald T we-Rivers.
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American Indian e•perience.
reclaimed, about holding on to
wants, about peop!e- f1nding and
about power in ;t.s ma~ rw'nlt
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· e American Intereet.,
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This year's GSU election was the biggest
turnout in its history. Students had the opportunity to vote Aprili-4, from noon to 8
pm. The Senate election contained II seats
opened and two referendum's were
presented.
The winners were Lawrence Cybulski,
who will represent the Board of Governors
(BOG); Jose Aponte representing The
Business Public Administrations; and Orlando Barna for College of Arts and Sciences. Colleen Egan and Derrick Paul
were elected as Students at Large (SAL).
Glen Swierkosz will represent The Illinois
Board of Higher Education (IBHE), and
Robert Staley will be the alternate. All
these Senators have one-year terms to represent their colleges.
Unfortunately, there seems to be a shortage of candidates this election. As of April
10 the College of Health Professions and
College of Education (COE) have no senators to represent them. All the colleges except COE, have vacant six month terms
available. The SAL also has two available
one year seats available. "We didn't have
enough people running this election to fill
the II seats," said Ada Middleton, president of the Student Senate. All remaining
seats will be filled by senate appointments.

The two referendums were the Computer
Technology Fee, and a new criteria for the
seating of the Student Representative on
the Governors State University Board of
Trustees. The $20 Computer Technology
Fee passed by a slim margin of236 to 218.
Students will pay an additional $20 fee
starting the Fall I996 Trimester. The referendum on how to select a Board of Trustees Representative won overwhelming
support by the students. The official vote
tally was 260 votes for selection by the students. Appointment by the Student Senate
Executive Committee was a distant second
with I 04 votes.
Orlando Barna (CAS) and Lawrence Cybulski (BOG) who are newly elected senators have a desire to participate. Barna is
originally from Cameroon, and is an international student. He said he is looking forward to "contributing in any way" while
Lawrence Cybulski is considering a political career. If anyone has a desire to serve
their respective colleges, especially CHP
and COE they should contact Ada Middleton, president of Student Senate at (708)
534-5000 extension #7056.
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How to Become A Millionaire
Making the Decision to Go into Business
By Cathy Piwowar
This is the first of a series of nine articles written to assist potential new business owners in reaching their dream of
owning their own business. The purpose
of the articles is to provide an informational guide and checklist of the steps
necessary in becoming a successful
entrepreneur.
ENTREPRENEURS are the ones that
organize, operate and assume the financial risk when opening up a new business. They are also among the highest
paid jobholders in the world. In fact. Fortune magazine stated that the top 1 percent of wage earners in the United States
had pretax incomes starting at $350,000
and noted that 18 percent of that figure
were entrepreneurs.
The following and upcoming business
articles are written by the Governors
State University's chapter of Students in
Free Enterprise (SIFE) in conjunction
with the Small Business Association
(SBA). These organizations are committed to teaching and practicing free enterprise in order to help individuals and
communities achieve success in the free
enterprise system. Additional information
on opening up your own business can be
received from the local SBA office located at Governors State University. Today's topic discusses the:
Advantages/Disadvantages of Starting
Your Business
If you are actively considering going
into business for yourself, it is likely that

you have already thought about some of
the potential advantages:
• The opportunity to create
substantial wealth and job security.
• Having the independence and
power to make your own decisions.
• Acquiring a sense of achievement,
personal satisfaction and/or recognition. For most successful entrepren eurs, money is not the real goal, but
merely a way of keeping score in the
game of business.
• Being your own boss.
• Director contact with customers and
employees.
• The opportunity to be creative and
develop your own ideas.
• Doing something that contributes to
others, whether it be providing an
excellent product/service or providing
employment.
Although the advantages of starting
your own business sounds enticing and
exciting, potential new business owners
should be aware of the potential disadvantages. The disadvantages of starting
your own business should not discourage
you if you have a strong commitment to a
goal. Seriously consider the following:
• You still MAY NOT be your own
boss. Instead of having one boss, you
will now have
many. Customers,
suppliers and government agencies
whom you will report to are now your
boss.

• There is a large financial risk. The
failure rate is high in new businesses
and you can lose not only your own
money, but also that of your friends and
relatives who may have bankrolled you.
You may also be responsible for
repaying bank loans which can be quite

•
You may be stuck for years doing
work you do not like. Unlike an
employee, you cannot simply quit and
look for a better job. It can take years to
sell a business or find some other way
out without a major financial loss, if
you should decide you don't like it.

costly.
• The hours are long and hard. Not
only are you working the typical 9-5
workday, but it is not uncommon that
new business owners work 15 hour days
seven days a week. A new business is
time consuming and requires a high
degree of commitment
• Spare time for family and social time
is cut down significantly. Long
vacations will be a luxury of the past.
Your business is unlikely to run itself
without your presence for any great
length of time.
•
Income for the first few years is
usually not steady. A business owner
may make more or less than working
for someone else. In either case income
will fluctuate up and down from month
to month. At times you may even miss
your old company check.
• The buck stops with you. You are
now responsible for the rent utilities,
payroll, taxes, suppliers and the
of
the
business.
management
Remember, the business owner carries
the ultimate responsibility. If anything
goes \\-Tong, the cost of the problem
comes out of your pocket.

Before making the commitment to invest your time and money in a business,
make sure you have reviewed the pros
and cons to ensure your long-term success. The next article in the "SIFE- How
to Become a Millionaire" series will discuss typical characteristics of the successful entrepreneur.

Upcoming articles include:
• Typical Characteristics of the
Successful Entrepreneur
• Strategic Planning Your Market/
Knowing the Business
• Choosing the Legal Form of
Business
• Checklist of Requirements for
Starting Your Business
• Choosing a Name and Location
• The Business Plan
• Financing
• Marketing and Other
Considerations
• The Difference Between Patents,
Trademarks and Copyrights
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By Officer Lee D. Enokian
In asking students about their greatest
fears of safety, two of the most mentioned areas arc public transportation and
the parking lots. Both are potentially
dangerous areas on and off campus, especially at night. Public transportation can
be a particular cause for concern because
you have no control over who rides with
you. Keep these tips in mind when you
ride public transportation:
• Stay alert when you ride. Do not
sleep
or
wear
headphones.
Anything
that
impairs
your
readiness to deal with a situation
puts you at additional risk.
• Sit as close to the conductor or
driver as possible.
• Keep your bag or purse in your
lap, not on the floor.
• Sit in a car with a lot of people in
it. If the car empties or suspicious
characters enter your car,
leave
and go to a preferable one.
• Carry 0/C pepper spray in your
hand and know how to use it. You
will not have time to fumble
in
your pocket or purse when you
really need it.
• Watch for pickpockets, chain
grabbers and purse snatchers. Be
wary of distracting or disruptive
behavior and report it to the
conductor immediately. Keep your
wallet in a secure front pocket
and beware of people jostling you.

This is a common tactic of
pickpockets and chain grabbers.
Keep jewelry and other valuables
out of sight. Keep purses closed and
held tightly.
• Scream and keep on screaming if
you feel that your safety is in
imminent danger.
•
Report all crime immediately,
even if it seems insignificant or you
feel that the offender will not be
caught. The police need this
information to track crime trends
and develop patterns. This may
affect where the police direct their
efforts in the future.
•
Provide accurate, detailed
descriptions to the police of all
offenders you observe. Remember,
you can always make an anonymous
tip or complaint to the police.
The large parking lots at GSU may cause
students alarm. Keeping the related tips
for staying alert on public transportation.
we face additional risks in the parking
lots.
• Park in well-lit and well-travelled
areas of the lots. The more windows
and entrances facing your car, the
better.
• Approach your car with your keys
in your hand. It may be helpful to
have a small flashlight on
your
key chain to help you find your door
lock quickly.

• Walk to the parking lot with
classmates. Avoid being alone.
Criminal offenses against people
drop off drastically when there are
two or more people together.
• Pre-plan responses to dangerous
situations. Know what you will do
in several different
situations. Be prepared. The bad
guys are.
• Carry your 0/C pepper spray in
your hand and be ready to use it.
• If you think you are being
followed, assess the situation and
seek safety immediately. Well-lit,
peopled areas are best, but you
might have to make do.
• Report all crimes and suspicious
people to the police immediately.
Provide a good description
including height, sex, age, race,
hair color, clothing and any other
noticeable characteristics.
• Do not approach your car if
someone is loitering nearby.
• Try not to be burdened with big
bags or boxes. This is true at
shopping malls also. If someone
chases you, drop your property and
run. Tell your kids to do this also.
Anything that can slow
you
down puts you at greater risk.
In general, stay alert, watch for dangerous situations and be prepared for anything. You will decrease your reaction
time if you visualize yourself in different

situations. The police do this, so why
shouldn't you?
Lee Enok1an 1s a community policing
and crime prevention officer for the
Northwestern University Police Department's Chicago campus. He received his
law enforcement trammg at the Illinois
State Police Academy in Springfield, Illinois and h1s crime prevention training at
the National Cnme Prevention Institute
at the University of Louisville in Louisville, Kentucky. Enokian is a PPCT
certified defensive tactics instructor and
member of the law enforcement Profossionals Against Confidence Crime.
Ifyou have any crime prevent/On questions and safety concerns, and wish to
see them answered in print, please write
to Lee Enokian at the Innovator office. If
you wish for your name to be withheld,
please say so in your correspondence.
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Addresses The Class of 96.
Normally, I would tell you about what's
hot and what's not at the local theaters;
but I feel that there is something much
more important that I have to say. With
the class of 96 about to become stars in
their own rights, I would like to take this
opportunity to offer my sincere best
wishes to each and everyone of you as
you go and make your way into this
world. When I came to G.S.U. I must admit that I was a little nervous about getting back into the student scene; but
many of you took the time to make me
feel welcome and needed, which was
something I felt was lacking in my life.
Some of you have even come up to me
and started talking to me about my column which made me feel that my opinion counted for something. For that, I am
forever grateful.
I must admit, there will be times that I
will feel sad because I will no longer see
your faces. hear your voices, or share
your thoughts. To my associates at the
Innovator spaeking to me in classes, or

catching me in the hallways, you will always hold a special place in my heart,
and I will never forget you. Because I
have seen your hard work, dedication,
and detennination first hand, I know
your fighting spirit will never die. To
those who have shared their joys and sorrows with me, I just want to say thank
you for making my time here at Governors State a very wonderful experience.
Some of you have been a shoulder for
me to cry on. my crutch when I couldn't
stand on my own two feet, and my counselor whenever I was troubled. I love
each and every one of you guys in my
own special way, and I just wish I could
say more than just thanks. To the class of
96, I tip my fedora off to you. To me you
guys will always be A+ in my book. For
one last time guys, that's a wrap and
good luck!
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Ronald McDonald
needs your help
As you may have noticed we have a 5 gallon bottle sitting on the counter in the
west side of the cafeteria, where you can deposit pop-tabs from your soda cans.
Why is it there? Well, Johnny Hollywood is here to tell you. Johnny is
collecting these pop-tabs to help Ronald McDonald's McDonald House and
many tenninally ill children and their families. Ronald McDonald House
provides free housing for families while their children undergo medical
treatment. Please save your pop-tabs and bring them in by the bag full .
It seems like so little, but it can mean so much.

First Base Sports Bar
3201 South Nonnal
Chicago, IL
312-791-1239

Help Johnny Hollywood
help the children of
Ronald McDonald House

Karoake on Thursday
Coast to Coast Karoake Contest
Be ellclble to win $5,000, a Pioneer cOIIUMrdal utd a trip to Florida

DJ on Saturday
79th Annue & Rt 30, Franld'ort, IL

815464-ro64 Doon o~n at 8 PM
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Answers to the Polygon Puzzles

1. The greyhound is Joe Gauss.
the bulldog is Fred Newton, the
terrier is Alice Euclid, and the
collie is George Archimedes.
2. C. 9 They are 2143, 2341,
2413,3142,3412,3421,4123,
4321,4312. Suppose we wanted
the answer tf we started with 6
numbers? There is a simple, beautiful formula that gives the answer
for any amount of numbers. Stop
by Student Development and I
would be glad to show it to you.

The Innovator's
got something to
say,
you've got
something to
say.
Lets make a
deal ...
Advertise with
us!!!
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GSU PROFESSOR
GIVES ALTERNATIVE TO PRESENT
U.S. ECONOMIC PLAN
By Lowell W. Culver

The changing nature of employment in
which the individual is more likely to
work for a number of firms, often in different career paths, than to be employed
at a single job over a lifetime; and the increasing possibility of being jobless one or
more times prior to retirement requires
that a new system of job security be
created.
Under this new arrangement called
the, "rotating or flexible labor force
model," employees would have a more intimate relationship in the benefit structure
than under the current system and would
never be "unemployed" in the traditional
sense.
Recognizing that one's employment
situation may be affected by a variety of
circumstances, including downsizing,
corporate mergers and fluctuations in the
economy, it should be possible to design a
system which compensates for such occurrences without there being unemployment as we have traditionally known it.
Under this scheme everyone gainfully
employed would receive credit at the rate
of one-month-per-year, toward an earned
leave-of-absence at the rate of one month
per year toward an earned leave-ofabsence or sabbatical which is much like
paid vacations.
When economic circumstances require
that portions of the work force be furloughed, employees so affected would use
up leave time earned over the years.

Firms will not ordinarily furlough all
workers at the same time; when one
group of workers bas exhausted earned
credits, another group with banked furlough time would replace it enabling
those first furloughed to return to work.
The work force, thereby rotates as required by the economy until the slack period ends and workers are again able to
build up leave credit.
The actual number of furloughed
workers would vary with fluctuations in
the economy or business; more would be
furloughed during slack periods, less or
none, during periods of strong demand.
In those cases where employment is
more stable, the worker would not forfeit
credits, but have the option of either
counting them towards early retirement or
receiving a lump sum payment at
retirement.
If idleness, in spite of rotation, persists
beyond the number of credits built up by
the work force of a particular firm because of downsizing or a severe depression within an industry, there should be
some emergency pool from which the furloughed workers can draw until they are
again able to build up credits, either with
the same firm or with another.
In this case, there would have to be a
payback arrangement into the emergency
pool for future work. Compensation
packages related to downsizing or plant

The Optical Place
Dr. Thomas E. Hines
Optometrist

4716 West I 47th Street
Midlothian, IL 60445
Quality Eyewear, Professional Eye Care, Selection and Value From
An Independent
Adjustments and
Vision Care Center
Affordable

Affordable Eyewear
Prices

~

Professional Fees
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The model provides the economy with
maximum flexibility and insures a continual flow of tax dollars since the problem
of declining tax revenues during periods
of high employment is eliminated.
Although the individual worker must
bear an additional charge against his/her
wages to fund the model that should be
compensated for by a potentially lower income tax burden and by the added security it provides.

Dr. Lowell Culver is a University Professor of Public Administration here at
GSU.

Southside Limousine
Service
708-633-7155

708-597-6550

minor repairs Free of Charge

closures could conceivably take the form
of furlough credits.
The ad availablity of credits should not
be a drawback to fmding a new job, since
the worker, in remaining out of work,
foregoes the ability to bank credits for
early retirement, or for a cash payment at
retirement.
In contrast to the current employment
security system, the employee under the
proposed arrangement bas a direct interest in the benefit structure, since he or she
contributes to it through the withholding
of a portion of income, and bas a legal
right to receive payments from the administering agency at the time of unemployment, or at the time of retirement.
The rotating work force concept would
be financed through four percent contributions by both worker and employing
firm which would be deposited into a national trust fund.
In effect, a worker purchases the right
to be out of the work force for a certain
period of time.
In addition to the use of furlough credits during economic downturns, it should
be possible for female workers to use
them for childbearing leave and for all
workers to utilize them for retraining
purposes.
Throughout the furlough period, the
individual retains his/her identity and is
"unemployed."

Morning, Afternoon
Evening and Saturday Appointments

All Major Credit Cards

Purchase 2 pair ofRx eyewear
(glasses and/or contacts) with
an eye exam and receive
$50. offthe total.
This offer not good with any other discounts

Wherever you Go,
Go with Class
Graduation
Bar Mitzvah
Weddings
Anniversaries
Proms/Dances
To/From Airport
Showers
Private Meetings
Business Meetings
A Night on the Town
Reasonable Rates
16850 Oak Park Avenue
Tinley Park, IL 604 77
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The Selling of GSU
GSU's P.R. Person Promotes Well
By Altheia Jackson

Do you remember what possessed you
to attend Governors State University?
Was it word of mouth, catalogues, brochures, newspaper ads or the billboard
formerly on I-57. All were the result of
Connie Zonka's expertise in catalogue
and brochure advertising. Highlighting
all four colleges and the programs that
they offer to suit your lifestyle.
Zonka has over 20 years experience in
public relations. She said, "I kind of fell
into P.R by accident, and became fascinated with its gadgetry. I've been doing
it ever since." Zonka who has her Masters Degree in Russian literature has operated her own public relations firm
which specializes in promoting not-forprofit arts and education. She worked for
WITW as a production assistant and researcher; Time Magazine, as an Assistant Midwest Public Relations Director,
and is currently employed as GSU's Public Affairs Director.
Zonka learned to save on over-head expenses, and she brought that experience

with her to GSU. She discontinued
heavy brochures as a form of advertising
different curriculum available at the university. We will soon see the new Curriculum Fact Sheet (CFS) which will
replace the brochure. "The CFS is very
effective and considerably less expensive
than brochures and it's flexible. If there
are changes in the program during the
mid academic year, it does not have to
cost much to redo", she said.
Zonka is looking forward to the completion of the new viewbook, which will
provide a graphic presentation of what
GSU offers. It is currently halfway
through the development process. "It is
an important sales tool for our Recruiters
to use at job fairs, college fairs and other
occasions where new students will have
their first contact with GSU," she says.
With the recent completion of the 96'-97'
university catalogue, Zonka has realized
yet one more marketing tool.
Using other marketing strategies,
Zonka promotes the Center for Extended
Learning and Communication Services.
Their marketing needs are as different as

the programs that they offer. Center for
Extended Learning is responsible for offcampus programming and Communication Services produces telecourses that
are aired across the country. Zonka
takes all the necessary work in stride.
Four weeks prior to the beginning of
classes, Zonka's advertising campaign
begins. Ads are placed in regional paper
like; The Star, the Economist Newspapers, the Kankakee Daily Journal, Joliet
Herald News and the Illinois Times.

While local media is important, Zonka
does place ads in the Chicago Tribune's
Education Guide, because she states, "It
is more image than recruitment~ this
puts GSU's name out there to a wider
audience." Zonka has also used radio
advertising in the same five regions.
"This type of advertising really does not
work well because it was not done consistently", she said. An 800 number is
currently planned for GSU, and will be
operational in mid-April. Zonka is curious to see what the response is before determining the future of the service.
..........
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Zonka's fundraising skills paid off with
the donation of the billboard on I-57.
She also receives advice from the prestigious advertising agency, Tatham Euro
RSC6, on ways to advertise to potential
new students. When asked about GSU's
success rate, Zonka replied, "Not enough
tracking is done to get reliable
figures ... we wish we had enough, but
we're understaffed."
When asked about her marketing visions for GSU, Zonka said, "Certainly to
increase the general public's understanding and perception of what GSU is, what
we do here, the quality of teaching that
goes on. and the trickle-down effect so
that enrollment will continue to grow."
Zonka says that her department is understaffed and she is always looking for interns and students interested in breaking
into Public Relations. Her advice to students is, "Network like crazy and get
into as many internships as you can."

TO: Connie Zonka, Director of /
Public Affairs, 034134.
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by William R. Kolstad

Well, it certainly has been a while since I last was
able to relate a bit of my blues exploration to you.
Life had thrown one of its many curves at me and it
took up quite a bit of my time. Hey, that's the blues!
My month of March carne to a close by seeing
one incredible show that featured recording legend
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown. He played to a
packed house of truly enthusiastic people at Buddy
Guy's Legends in Chicago. Many had seen Brown
last September when he opened for Eric Clapton's
Nothing But The Blues tour.
"Gatemouth" has a career that spans close to 50
years. His fli"St recording Gu/Jar in My Hand was
one of the many numbers he played. His style is so
wide-ranged that it almost defies description. He is
at time hard core blues, such as the number he
dedicated to Buddy Guy, Leftover Blues. Other
times he delves into the jazz styles of Duke Ellington
and Louis Annstrong.
He also throws in a bit
of Cajun flavoring as
well. His band is first
rate, able to handle all
of these musical styles
and blend it perfectly.
The group has a full
round sound featuring
a saxophone player,
keyboardist, bassist,
and drums along with
the guitar and fiddle
sounds of"Gate".
Clarence, while an
elder statesman of the
music
community,
moved and played
like a teenager. Well,
almost that young.
His casual chatting

Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown
fiddlin' the blues.

with the audience, occasionally on a
personal basis, was refreshing. During
the solos of his band he would sit back
and take a few puffs on his trademark
pipe. Then he'd get back up and join in
the musical party on stage. One of my
favorite numbers played that evening was
his interpretation of the blues classic Got
My Mojo Workin' featured on one of his
Alligator releases. He may not be able to
be easily classified in musical terms, but
his fans can describe him quite simply as
awesome.
Another notable music event of late
was the 9th Annual Easter Parade of
Chicago AU-Star Blues Revue put on by
local production company SoPro. This
event, under the direction of organizer
Buddy Monaco, was held the evening
before Easter Sunday at Lucky's, a
downtown Chicago establishment.

The backing band featured musicians
with a rich musical history. Guitarist Leon
Lee has played with the legendary A.C.
Reed and the bassist Vic Herrold had
worked with Jimmy Rogers, Otis Rush, and
the late Eddie "Professor Blues" Lusk.
Along with drummer Gus De Lao they set
the musical stage for the special guest
performers to thrill the holiday crowd.
They performed with singer Bea Brady,
harmonica staple Big Wheeler, and dynamic
vocalist Barbara LeShore.
One of the most exciting groups to
perform as they have for several years, is
the Chicago Horns. This three piece hom
section has been backing up many great
blues artists for years. The roots of this
band go back to the 70's where trombone
player, Bill McFarland first encountered a
saxophone player by the name of Hank

Ford. Later among many sessions with local artists
trumpet player Kenny Anderson came along. After
playing loosely together as session musicians the trio
decided to form a band.
Picking up work still as back up musicians, they
never gave up the dream of doing their own thing.
That dream is now reality with the release of their
first album Fire Horns. This release is a more jazz
in nature than their blues session work, though they
really show their heritage on stage as well as in
several passages on the album. One of the songs on
Fire Horns is Bill McFarland's tribute to the late
Chicago Mayor Harold Washington called Harold
The Great and it is a very pensive instrumental. The
Chicago Horns are playing around the area in support
of this release as well. Wouldn't it be nice if we
could have them play at our university's theater.
(Hint, hint)
Later.

GSU at U.N.
By Daryl Simpson

South
Suburban
College

-

A Perfect Fit!
Classes begin Afay 28 and June 10
General education courses easily transfer back to
Governors State University.
Registration now in progress.

For a course schedule or more information,
please call (708) 596-2000, ext. 314.

After an exhilarating
but lengthy five days of
conferencing and international "mingling",
the GSU model United
nations team returned
home delighted that
their months of research and preparation
was not in vain.
The International
Model U.N. Conference
was held in New York,
it lasted from 9:00 a.m.
on April 2, to 11 :00
p.m. on April 6. Most
of the International
Conference was held at
the Grand Hyatt Hotel
in New York City,
however one of the major highlights of the
week was the opening
and closing ceremonies
which were held in the
actual United Nations
General Assembly Hall
in the U.N. building.
The team, led by John
Linning, also consisted
of Glenn Griffith,
Shabano Massud,
Corbin McMullin,
Janice Scallon,
Christopher Anderson

and Luke Helm. They
represented the Middle
Eastern country of
Qatar at the five-day
conference.
The event evolved
into an arena of discussion and heated debate
involving issues ranging from the conflict m
Bosnia, and the nuclear
situation in Korea to
matters concerning the
environment. Bosnia
was the most significant issue concerning
the team.
The conference resulted in 12 resolutions
to be examined by the
U.N. The team took
full advantage of the
five-day conference.
After the daily sessions,
the team used the late
hours to see what New
York had to offer leaving only 3 to 4 hours
per night for sleep.
The national conference was not only attended by colleges and
universities from
throughout the United
States, but from all
over the world.
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Our Graduates Work!

Expressions continued from page 5

Kibble is also looking for photographers to join the staff of the magazine.
Any interested students should contact
Betty Kibble at 708-534-3068, or stop by
A2110. (The Expressions office is shared
by the Innovator office).
In a second interview, after being notified that Expressions in fact will not be
on schedule, Kibble said, "There were developments after the initial interview. I
was not made aware of all the procedures
I had to go through, not the many channels to get something printed. I have
done everything humanly possible to get
Expressions out, now it is no longer in
my hands."
She said, "I have spent as many as 24
hours a day, working on Expression. I
put my school work and family on hold.
I have even worked through the death of
a close relative and two illnesses of my
own."

Page 15

"Due to smelling chlorine all day and
sitting in an office of 90 to 100 degrees,
because we are located directly over the
swimming pool, neither the computer nor
myself could bear it any longer. The antiquated computer constantly malfunctioned, losing all of my work", Kibble
stated.
She continued, "Because of my commitment to the students, I went off campus
and spent money out of my own pocket
totaling $254.23, so that the students
could have something to enjoy before
finals."
In conclusion Kibble said, "After the
project was completed, I was informed
that I did not go through all the proper
channels. I apologize to the students and
I want them to know that I \\-ill remain
committed to Expressions Magazine. Do
look forward to seeing Expressions in the
future."

•The US Dept. of Labor Statistics projects an 86%
growth rate in the paralegal field through 2005
•Legal credentials strengthen your resume no
matter what your major
•Paralegal education allows you to explore the legal
profession before you commit to law school
Call Today. Discover Why Roosevelt University Is
~

Leader In Paralegal Education.

(312) 341-3882
http://www.he.netl-lap

Bachelor's Degree Required for Admission

REGISTRATION FORM
FOR SEMINAR

How to start you own business seminar
Friday, May 17, 1996
9·00 A.M. To 4:00 P.M.
Sponsored by the
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTER
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
INCLUDED LUNCH AND MATERIALS
COST: $45.00
(2nd Person is $22.50)

"HOW TO START YOUR OWN BUSINESS"
Friday, May 17, 1996
Name: ___________________________________

Addre
Work #.______________Home#.-------------

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO GOVERNORS STATE UNNERSITY
Mail check to
Small Busines Development Center
Governors State University
University Park, IL 60466

Make Check out to:

Governors State University

Checks must be received by May 7, 1996
to reserve a seat for the seminar.

This one day seminar will cover information on preparing a business plan, obtaining
financial for you business, the legal aspects of organizing a business, advertising and
marketing, recordkeeping, taxes and insurance. This seminar is intended for new
start-ups as well as existing business in need of expert advice.
To REGISTER PLEASE CALL: 708.534.4929

Mail you check to:
SmaU Business Development Center
Governors State U oiversity
Room C3370
U oiversity Park, IL 60466
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FACT: PURINt A SEMESTER
'rHE AVERAtE STUPENTt

II

* PRINKS 500 CUPS OF COFFEE
* fAKES 40 QUIZZES
* USES 1,500 SHEETS OF PAPER
* POES 15 "ALL... NitllfERSN
* fAKES 1.5 TESTS
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Special Education
Special ·People/Special Love
By Eileen Truszkowski
"School is a means to an end. The end
is not living, working and playing in
school, but in an integrated society.
There are many important skills and
other phenomena crucial to meaningful
functioning in integrated non-school and
post school environments and activities
that simply cannot be learned or experienced in regular education classrooms,"
says Professor Brown in an article entitled, "How much time Should Student
with Severe Intellectual Disabilities
Spend in Regular Education Classrooms
and Elsewhere?", Journal for the Association for persons with Severe Handicaps". 1991. Vol. 16, No. I, pp 39-47.

industrious young adults after this
program? Where do they go? Where do
they work?
If you have wondered about these questions I have the answers for you today.
The program is called T.E.A.M. (Transitional Education Alternative Model). The
students involved in this program have
multiple disabilities which include extensive developmental disorder (i.e. autism)
and cognitive deficits along with hearing,
vision, behavior, mobility, language and
health-related problems. Some of the students use a wheelchair for mobility and
require physical assistance for personal
hygiene needs.
T.E.A.M.'s philosophy is that young

TEAM student Joel looks on as fellow student Sylvia goes for a shot in the Student
Life game room during recreation time.
(photo by Eileen Truszkowski)
For as long as I can remember I have
seen the smiling faces of these young
adults throughout the university. I have
seen them working in the cafeteria or the
book store, collecting the cans from the
recycling bins that are scattered throughout the university, or just relaxing in the
game room. I knew that they were a part
of a program that was preparing them for
life in the real world, but I didn't know
much more.

Staffing for these programs is on a 3:1
student to educator ratio. This is done to
ensure proper implementation of a curriculum that is individualized for each
student to maximize their progress.
Many of the students are on independent
schedules. This means that they must
monitor themselves and that their schedule is not the same as that of their peer.
This is done under the close supervision
or coaching throughout the day. Learning outcomes are assessed throughout the
semester by on-line observation of the
educator and from feedback from community participants, which can include business owners, faculty and students at GSU.
TEAM students are encouraged to track
their own accomplishments by making
notes next to their objective for the day,
by using plus or a minus signs next to the
picture or word that represents their goal
or goals for the day. The binders in
which this information is kept (student
resource planner) is carried with them
during the day so it can be checked and
followed.
TEAM has been at GSU for 6 years.
Mimi Stafford, Alternative Site Cooridinator, is pleased that GSU opened their
doors to the program. She said, "GSU is
a very accepting community." That acceptance is important, Stafford believes,
because it helps the students to feel good
about themselves. They have the opportunity to show their abilities, and are allowed to reach their maximum capacity.
Stafford stated, "Why take away their
ability to do something when it is something that they can do for themselves."

with multiple disabilities, this is a big
step forward.
Each of the students in the program has
their own jobs here at GSU. Joel has
worked in the print shop, in the bookstore, collating and helping with inventory, and on the recycling project. Leigh
works in the cafeteria, and twice a week
goes to Southwest Workshop (a sheltered
workshop for people with multiple disabilities). Sylvia has also worked in the
bookstore, the cafeteria, and the with recycling project. Ria works in the printshop doing data entry and is working on
building skills at answering the phone
and taking messages, she can also be
found in the Student Commons area
where she is responsible for maintaining
cleanliness. Becky has worked in the
cafeteria and is currently working at the
office of the special education cooperative
that in involved with the TEAM program
Speed Provides Exceptional Educational
Development (SPEED), doing data entry.
Frank recently went to work at Southwest
Workshop, before that Frank could be
found in the Student Commons assisting
with the maintanence of the area.
With their varied skills, these students
recently published a cookbook of their
own, with their favorite recepies. Becky
did the word processing, Joel who works
in the print shop did the spiral bindmg
and all of the students worked to compile
the recipes.
Frank, Leigh and Joel will be joining
other GSU graduates in June as they participate in graduation celebrations. After
the TEAM experience at GSU these

adults with multiple disabilities, should
have the opportunity to participate in
quality life/work experiences. This can
be done in varied ways. Children and
adults who are disabled need to have access to places and experiences which reflect mainstream living. By doing this,
these young adults are able to utilize their
diverse abilities in daily living, leisure,
socialization and work areas. T.E.A.M.
feels that a society which supports chil-

Staffer Rich Gurney lines up a shot while student Joel and Ria look on.
(Photo by Eileen Truszkowski)
She also explained that, "The students
need to be aware of what they can do to
work toward their own independence... so
they can be the most that they can be."
Rich Gurney and Lena Ayala, two of
the staff members can be seen, as can
Mimi, around the campus with the students, doing various tasks. These students work in the cafeteria, the bookstore,
Preparing for the day, Mimi Staford and Rich Gurney discuss the the days goals for the print shop, on the recycling project,
a student's resource planner.
and in outside workshops, as well as in
.___ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(_P_h_o_to_b_y_E_i_lee_n_T_ru_s_z_k_o_w_s_k__.i) the classroom. The classroom academics,
while not what we would expect to see in
dren and adults in ways that demonstrate
Being a social animal, I started having
a
college classroom, relate to living skills.
respect for the individual and their needs,
friendly conversations with the students
The
students are taught to handle money,
provides quality of life and maximizes
and their staff. Some of the staff and the
own nutrition, and management of
their
their functional independence. T.E.A.M.
students used American Sign Language
their
time,
both work and leisure. Stafas part of their communication, and being has two community settings for this trainford
said
proudly,
"Several of our students
ing, one is here at GSU and the second is
an interpreter for the deaf, I use the opare
living
independently,
in state sponat Homewood. These two settings proportunity to communicate. Getting to
sored
CILA's
(Center
for
Independent
vide the complex environments for the
know these students on a more personal
Living Arrangements). For young adults
students to develop the skills that will be
level, I started to wonder, what this prorequired for them to function in society.
gram was. What happens to these

young people will go to work in a sheltered workshop environment.
The program builds and fine tunes
skills in these students. It's done with a
firm but gentle loving hand by a dedicated staff providing coaching, encouragement, and guidance all the way. Rich
said, " We need a lot of flexibility to work
with this population. In the beginning of
the semester the students required one
and a half hours to complete the recycling
project, now they do it in 45 minutes. We
give them lots and lots of positive reinforcement."
Becky, a fiesty young woman, who uses a
motorized wheelchair says it all with her
bumper sticker. "The disabled is the
only minority that you can join at anytime. Think about it."

